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GO 90 Gold Mount
SKU: 8675-0161

98Wh lithium-ion battery
Gold-Mount or V-Mount options
8A continuous draw
P-Tap combined output and
charging port
1A 5V USB port
5-Step LED fuel gauge

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GO 90 is Anton/Bauer’s lightweight, low-cost battery for pro photographers and videographers
looking for a simple plug and play power solution. When budgets are tight but compromising on
quality or reliability is not an option, GO 90 provides a consistently reliable power source to run
your camera or light panel for hours. The super-slim design makes GO 90 the perfect solution for
powering cameras on handheld gimbals, on-camera lights or field monitors without adding extra
weight to your rig.

Slimline, lightweight battery.

Run your camera with power to spare

Power for your camera and its accessories or LED panels lights with one simple battery. A
weather-resistant P-Tap port and high-speed USB port deliver reliable power for camera
accessories including monitors or on-camera lights or even an energy boost to keep your
smartphone going throughout the day.

5-step LED fuel gauge.

One tap battery status confirmation.

Power to create. GO 90 displays battery status at a glance with a built-in intelligent 5-step LED
fuel gauge. Check the charge level on the battery with a simple tap of a button or see the battery
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level in 20% increments leaving camera operators free to focus on the action in front of the
camera.

Multiple charging options.

Compatible with your way of working.

Power when and where you need it. For fast and efficient charging, GO 90 is compatible with
Anton/Bauer V-Mount or Gold-Mount charging solutions or can safely integrate with chargers
from other manufacturers. For image makers on the move when size and weight are critical, GO
90 batteries can be simply charged with a lightweight, portable P-Tap charger.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can I charge my GO 90 battery on the Anton/Bauer LP or Performance chargers?

Yes, but please download the latest firmware update found in the Downloads section on your
charger's webpage.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Range GO

Height 15.2 cm | 5.98 in

Width 95 mm | 3.74 in

Depth 47 mm | 1.85 in

Weight 0.7 kg | 1.54 lb

Mount Type Gold Mount

Chemistry Lithium-ion

Voltage 14.4 V

Capacity 98 Wh

Power Tap Yes

Max Current 8 Amps

USB Yes

Warranty 1 Year / 70% of Learned Capacity

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Titon SL 150 Gold
Mount Battery Titon SL 90 Gold Mount

Battery
Titon 90 Gold Mount
Battery

Titon 150 Gold Mount
Battery
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